
ABSTRACT
The objective of this study was to determine the survival rate of extra-alveolar implants after three months of placement. 
Also, a questionnaire on the subject's response to the implants were distributed. The records of patients who had extra-
alveolar implants placed in the department of orthodontics were collected. A total of 32 samples were selected for this 
study - 7 Buccal Shelf (BS) implants  and 25 Infra-Zygomatic Crest (IZC) implants. Stability of the TADs were checked 
using probe and tweezer on the third review. A questionnaire consisting of five questions were distributed to the subjects 
. Descriptive Statistics was calculated in terms of frequencies and percentages using SPSS software 23.00. Chi-square 
association test was also performed to associate the extra-alveolar TADs and the discomforts experienced after its 
placement . The results of this study showed that out of 32 implants only two reported with failure. From a patient point 
of view, restricted mouth opening, mild swelling was noted during the initial few days of placement.  In this study , a 
high success rate of 93.75% was recorded for extra-alveolar TADs. Patient discomfort was observed initially after the 
placement of the TADs which subsided over a period of 2 weeks.
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INTRODUCTION

A fundamental aspect of orthodontic biomechanics is 
anchorage control. During therapy, poor anchorage control 
may increase treatment time leading to an unfavorable 
result (Bondemark and r. Kurol, 1992). Concerns with 
commonly used extraoral devices include socially 
unacceptable esthetics, the potential for injury, and an 

impractical dependence on patient compliance (Samuels 
and Brezniak, 2002). The historical success of root-form 
dental implants to replace missing teeth supported the 
migration of implantology into orthodontics (Adell et al., 
1981; Bra-nemark et al., 1986). The current interest in 
using implants as osseous anchors for orthodontics may 
represent a valuable alternative to conventional methods 
(odman et al., 1988).

The application of orthodontic forces appears to have a 
positive effect on peri-implant osseous tissue (Wehrbein 
and Diedrich, 1993; Akin-nergiza et al., 1998). Initially, 
large diameter implants were inserted into the alveolar 
process, the palate, and the retromolar area. more 
recently, strategically placed mini-implants, requiring 
minimally invasive surgery appear to have overcome 
many of the issues associated with the larger devices. 
While preliminary data look promising, mini-implants 
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MATERIAL AND METHODS

A total of 32 samples were included for this study. The 
records of patients who had extra-alveolar TADs placed 
from July 2019 to January 2020 in the department of 
orthodontics at Saveetha Dental College and hospitals 
were collected. The subjects selected were undergoing 
fixed orthodontic appliance treatment with mBT bracket 
prescription. Among the 32 samples of TADs, 7 were 
Buccal Shelf (BS) implants and 25 were Infra-Zygomatic 
Crest (IZC) implants. Stability of the TADs were checked 
with probe and tweezer on the third review. The extra-
alveolar TADs were used to retract the anterior segment 
with a controlled tipping force.

A questionnaire of six questions were distributed to 
the subjects and their data was recorded [Figure.1]. 
Descriptive Statistics was calculated in terms of 
frequencies and percentages using SPSS software 
23.00. Chi-square association test was also performed to 
associate the extra-alveolar TADs and the discomforts 
experienced after its placement .

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Descriptive Statistics was calculated in terms of 
frequencies and percentages using SPSS software. Chi-
square association test was also performed to associate 
between  the extra-alveolar TADs and discomfort 
experienced by subjects after its placement. Among 
the total subjects selected 52.94% were females and 
47.06% were males [Figure.2]. Among these subjects , 
it was observed that 78.13% of the TADs placed were 
Infra-Zygomatic Crest (IZC) implants and 21.88% wer 
Buccal shelf (BS) implants [Figure 3]. While assessing 
the stability of the extra-alveolar TAD, it was found that 
93.75% of the TADs placed were stable and didn’t show 
signs of any mobility [Figure. 4]

have not equaled the success of root-form devices and 
concerns regarding design, osseointegration, post-
insertion infection, and questions about optimal preload 
healing time remain subjects for further investigation 
(Bae et al., 2002; lobb, 2006)(Costa, raffainl and melsen, 
1998; miyawaki et al., 2003) 

Survival analysis is the most suitable method to analyze 
data that have as a principal end point the time until 
an event occurs. It is a popular method in biomedical 
research. Survival time can be defined broadly as the time 
until an event (‘The statistical analysis of failure time 
data. By J.D. Kalbfleisch and r.l. Prentice. John Wiley & 
Sons, Inc., new york, 1980. xi 321 pp. u.S. 31.50, C 40.35. 
ISBn 0-471-05519-0’, 1982; lee and Wang, 2003). For an 
orthodontic-implant success-rate study, survival analysis 
seems to have several advantages. The most important 
feature of survival analysis is that some subjects in the 
study have not experienced implant failure at the end 
of the study or the time of analysis.

We usually cannot determine the exact time of implant 
failure but can notice that the failure happened only 
at discrete times,i.e, during patient visits. Survival 
analysis solves these problems irrespective of the original 
distribution of data, produces valuable information, 
including hazard characteristics and survival rates, and 
identifies risk factors (lee et al., 2010). The aim of this 
study was to determine the survival rate of extra alveolar 
implants, i.e, Infra-Zygomatic Crest (IZC) and Buccal 
Shelf (BS) screws, after three months of placement. Also, 
a questionnaire was distributed to the subjects and their 
response to extra-alveolar TADs were recorded .

Figure 1: Questionnaire on  subject response to Extra-
alveolar TADS

Figure 2: Pie Chart representing the percentage of males 
and females among the sample subjects.

Based on the questionnaire passed to the subjects, it has 
been inferred that most subjects experience severe form 
of pain after extra-alveolar TADs placement  [Figure.5]. 
It was also observed that they experienced a mild form 
of difficulty during mouth opening [Figure.6], and they 
experienced severe form of ulcer/swelling after extra-
alveolar TAD placement [Figure.7] . Two weeks after 
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placement of the implant, most subjects experienced 
only mild forms of discomfort [Figure. 8]. Among both 
IZC and Buccal Shelf implants , IZC was perceived to 
have only mild discomfort after placement [Figure. 9]. 
however, this was not found to be statistically significant 
(p value - 0.239)

Figure 3: Bar chart representing the type of extra-alveolar 
TADs used among the subjects. The X-axis represents the 
type of TADs used and the Y-axis represents the number 
of extra-alveolar TADs used among the subjects. It was 
observed that 78.13% of the TADs placed were Infra-
Zygomatic Crest (IZC) implants.

Figure 4: Bar chart representing if there was mobility 
of extra-alveolar TADs after three months of placement 
among the subjects. The X-axis represents if mobility was 
present . The Y-axis represents the total number of extra-
alveolar TADs placed. It was observed that there was no 
mobility of TADs placed in about 93.75% of the samples 
placed. This was a 3 month survival report.

our extensive research expertise ranged from 
epidemiological studies to randomised clinical trials 
that have been published in reputed journals(Felicita, 
2017a, 2017b, 2018; Felicita, Thirumurthi and Jain, 
2017; Korath, Padmanabhan and Parameswaran, 2017; 
Krishnan, Pandian and rajagopal, 2017; Charles et al., 
2018; Pandian, Krishnan and Kumar, 2018; reddy et 
al., 2018; Chinnasamy et al., 2019). This knowledge was 
instrumental for us to assess the survival rate of extra-
alveolar TADs used for orthodontic anchorage.

Figure 5: Pie chart representing the frequency distribution 
of pain experienced after extra-alveolar TAD placement. 
Majority of the subjects experienced moderate pain after 
TAD placement (41.18%).

Figure 6: Pie chart representing the frequency distribution 
of difficulty in mouth opening after extra-alveolar TAD 
placement. It was observed that most subjects experienced 
severe difficulty in mouth opening (35.29%) after 
placement of extra-alveolar TAD.

Figure 7: Pie chart representing the frequency distribution 
of occurrence of ulcer /swelling after the placement of 
extra-alveolar TADs. It was observed that most people 
experienced mild to severe forms of ulcers/ swelling after 
implant placement (35.29%).

In the present study it has been observed that the 3 
month survival rate was acceptable in the majority of the 
cases. The subjects presented with stable and non-mobile 
extra-alveolar implants. The overall rate of success was 
93.75%. This is favourable to reports by Park et al (Park, 
Kwon and Kwon, 2004), and Buchter et al (Büchter et 
al., 2005), who have reported 80% or greater success 
rates. According to previously published systematic 
reviews and meta‐analyses, overall failure rates of mini-
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implants seem to be approximately 13–14% . There was 
no one specific reason for failure rates of mini-implants. 
however, it is often followed by mobility which is further 
accompanied by inflammation(Papageorgiou, Zogakis 
and Papadopoulos, 2012).

lee et al. , carried out a survival analysis on 260 
orthodontic implants (miniscrews) of the same type, and 
found a failure rate of 8.5%, representing 22 screws (lee 
et al., 2010). Janssen et al, attempted to summarize the 
findings from 50 articles through a systematic review 
of studies published up to 2006 (Janssen et al., 2008). 
They were able to conclude that in humans, TADs have 
a success rate of 70–100% (lee et al., 2010). The authors 
cautioned that randomized clinical trials should be 
conducted to determine more precisely the influence of 
the many variables that can contribute to the success 
or failure of TADs (Wiechmann, meyer and Büchter, 
2007b).

The limitations of this study include a small sample size, 
retrospective design and sampling technique. 

CONCLUSION

Within the limitations of this study , the following 
findings were observed:

A high success rate of 93.75% and failure rate of •	
6.25% was recorded for extra-alveolar TADs. 
Patient discomfort was observed after the placement •	
of the TADs which subsided over a period of 2 
weeks. 
Subjects with IZC implants experienced only mild •	
discomfort after placement compared to Buccal 
shelf implants ; however, this is not statistically 
significant.
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